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Karel Steenbrink
Another Race Between Islam and Christianity:
The Case of Flores, Southeast Indonesia, 1900-1,920
Abstraksi: Artikel ini menyuguhkan satu pembahasan yang sekma ini
terabaikan dalam kajian tentang kehidupan keagamaan di Indonesia'
Vilayah Flores di Nusa Tmggara Timur (^rfT), beseru sejwmkh zuilayah
lain di sekiarnlta, mengbadirkan satu potret pmting tentang hubungan-
tepatnya persaingan-antara Iskm d^an Kristen' Fokus pembahasan artik'el
ini adalab satu periode penting di arttal abad ke-20, ketika kkm dan Kris-
ten tengah terlibat dalam upaya rnemperoleh pengaruh, dan akbirnya
pmgikut, di kakngan masyarakat NTT. Hanya saja, menyangkut zuilayah
kajian"yang terabaikan, tulisan dakm artikel ini lebib berwpa kajian
pmdahuluan; pembahasannya sebagia'n besar di.dasarkan pada sumber'swm-
ber infornasi yang ditulis para misionaris yang peruab bekerja di ruilayab
tersebu t.
Keberadaan Iskrn dan Kristm di NTT bisa dikcak jauh ke bekkzng
pada abad ke- 1 5, ketika tailayah tersebut berperan sebagai pehbuhan anura
dakm jalur perdagangan yang rarnai dzri Sumatra dan Jaraa ke Maluku.
Demikinnlah, Solor dan Ende rnenjadi tempat perltentian para pedagang
Mwslim, kbususnya Arab dan Gujarat, dakm peryaknan niaga k'e Ternate
dan Tidore. Sementara itu, kebadiran Kristen di railayab tersebwt berhu-
bungan dengan leak geografisnya yd.ng dekat dengan Timor Timur, yang
tekb mmjadi pusat dagang dan kegiaun Katolik bangsa Portugis' Sejak
kehadiran kedua agama tersebut, khuswsnya pada periode 1552'1602, NTT
menjadi hban bagi kompetesi dan persaingan lntara Iskm da'n Katolik.
Pada araal abad ke-20, persaingan kkm dan Kristen seknjutnya me-
masuki babak baru dan berkngsung dalam skak yang lebih besar dan
lebib intensif, Hal ini tmtu saja berhubungan dengan semakin besarnya
jumkb maqtarakat Muslim di uilayah tersebwt. Keswltanan Bima, yang
berpusat di kepuhuan sebekh barat kwt Flores, mengkkim memiliki kedau-
laun di beberapa uilayah Pantai di Flores, seperti Labuan Bajo, Reo, dan
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Riung. Pada saat ydng sarna' di pantai selatan Flores, Muslim Makasar
mekkukan migrasi dan membentwk, komunitas yang rehtif besar. Hal
serupa juga terjadi di Solor, di mana Muslim Malukw (Ceram dan Ter-
nate) banyak tinggal di Solor.
Sementara itu, pada saat bersamaan, kebijakan pemerintah kolonial
Bekndn semakin memungkinkan bagi perkembangan kegiaun misioraris
di zailayab tersebut. Kebijakan ini berpangkal pada upaya pemerintab
kolonial Belanda menjadikan zailayah NTT bermanfaat bagi keuangan
negara. Oleh karera itu, bukan barrya kekwasaan pemerinuh lokal muki
diminimalisir, api pada saat yang sama Beknda mekkukan pmgangkat-
an pejabat pemerintah, seorang Controleur, yang berkuasa secara lang-
sung di ruilayah tersebut, serta pengiriman sejwrnkb pegazaai pemerinub.
Seiring dengan interaensi politik pemerinuh kolonial, keginan mision-
aris Katolik juga semakin giat dikkukan. Dakm bal ini, pibak pemerin-
ab mendorong usaha-usaha para misionaris untuk menarik masyarakat
NTT masuk ke dakm agama Katolik. Bahkan, mereka secara sadar mekhu-
kannya dakm rangka rnembendung pengarub Islam. Salah satw contob
palingnyau dariwpaya Kristenisasi di aas adakh pernisahanuilayab barat
Flores, Magarai, dari Kesultanan Bima pada 1929. Proses hampir serwpa
juga dikkukan di uilayab panai selatan dan Ende, dan tm.ts berkngsung
di zailayah-railayah kin di NTT, sehinga pada tlZO-an semakin banyak
zailayah yang jatub ke dakm kekuasaan Kisten, baik Katolik dan juga
Protestan.
Bersamaan dmgan itu, pihak misionaris jwga membangun berbagai sa-
rana ibadab dan lembaga pendidikan Kristen. Di bagian timur Flores,
Larantukn dan Sika, kornpleks misionaris yang sudab dibangun sejak tB50
semakin mmarik, banyak kakngan maryarakat masuk ke agama Kristen.
Begitu jwga di Maumere dnn Kotting gereja dan lembaga pendid.ikan Kris-
ten dibangun. Proses tersebut teruts berkngswng semakin intensif dan mm-
jangkau semakin banyak uilayab.
Dengan demikian, di NTT, proses kristmisasi secara intmsif menjadi
sesuatu yang tidak bisa dihindari. Dan sebagian besar masyarakat juga
semakin mmerima kehadiran lembaga Kristm, yang kemudian sekaligus
berfungsi sebagai sdlana bagi proses modernisasi masyarakat. Pada saat
yang sarna, kekuaun Mwslim semakin kecil, terutama terkonsentrasi di
zailayab Bima dan sebagian Swmba. Mereka memang beberapa kali melakw-
kan pmokkan protes. Namun, dominasi Kristm dan Katolik yang didu-
kungpemerinah kolonial sangat efektif menjadikannya tidzk berarti. Per-
saingan Iskm-Kristm tmts berkngsung dan babkanmenjadisatu ciri dom-
inan dakm perkembangan sosial-politik Nusa Tmgara Timwr.
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slam and Christianity arrived in the south-eastern islands of the
Indonesian archipelago in two waves. The first wave started in
about 1480 with the a:_tiva,l of Arab and Indian (Guierati) traders
in the spice islands of the Northern Moluccas: particulady in Ternate
and Tidore. They arrived through the island of Flores, and probably
very quickly moved across to the island of Timor as v/ell, to engage
in trade in sandalwood, horses and slaves. In south-east Indonesia, as
in most regions of the archipelago, the arival of Islam occurred some-
what earlier than the coming of the first Christians.l At that time, the
two main centres of trade in south-east Indonesia, which also became
centres for the new religions, were the islands of Solor and Ende.
In the fifteenth century, when the first Muslims arrived in the Moluccas,
the main trade was not concentrated on spices, but rather on the fuagrant
sandalwood, which was sought by Indians and Chinese. This was the
reason why so many Chinese traders settled on the island of Timor,
including in the inland regions. After the decline of the trade in sandal-
wood (due to deforestation), large areas v/ere used for breeding horses,
and the trade in horses became important, especially for Timor and
Sumba but also for the western regions of Flores, in particular in Reo.
Further, the trade in slaves was important for all these islands. At the
height of the trade in spices, Ende and Solor were also used as service
stations on the long route to the Moluccas from Malacca and Java.
The Portuguese goyernment never founded a trade station in this
region. Father Antonio da Cruz, a friar from the Dominican order
who arrived in Solor in 1562 to assist with the spiritual needs of sev-
eral private traders, oversaw the building of the first fortification in
1566. However, Solorwas not only a centre for trade, but was also
the heart of Islamic propagation in the area. According to oral tradi-
tion, Islam first spread to Ende after a local resident, having spent
several years in Soior and converted to Islam, brought his new reli-
gion back to his own town. As a result of attacks by Muslims, Portu-
guese traders built a fortification in Solor under the direction of the
clergy. A church, monastery and a school were constructed inside the
fortification. Another fort was founded on the island of Ende some-
time later. In 1598 the native population, which had started a war
against the Pottuguese that also continued in Larantuka, conquered
the Portuguese fortification of Solor. In 1605 or 1606 the Portuguese
were expelled from Ende for some time, The Portuguese finally were
expelled from the Solor/E,nde region for good by the Dutch who
arrived in 1.61.3 and forbade the work of Catholic priests'
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However, a lack of interest made the Dutch presence very weak in
this region, and in East-Timor the Portuguese continued their re-
gime. Some remnants of Catholicism were cherished on Flores, espe-
cially in the Larantuka area where the Raf as (King$ remained fierce
defenders of the Catholic identity from the beginning of the 17th
century. The same can be said about the Muslirn identity in Ende,
Solor and parts of Adonare.2 The most dynamic period of competi-
tion between Muslims and Catholics seems to have occurred in the
period between 1562-1602. After losing control of Solor, the portu-
guese Catholics continued their presence on Ende (the island off the
south coast of Flores, opposite rhe present town of Ende) until the
1,620s, but vrhere then also chased from this fortification.r The dy-
namic progress of the two wodd religions was halted after the ener-
getic period of 1,560-1.660, only to be continued in the rwentieth cen-
tury. The Dutch did not take over the religious fervor of the Portu-
guese Catholics. They slowed down the process of religious expan-
sion. Their control of trade, however, was an important factor in the
stabilization of religious relations in the region. Between 1,630 and
1880, not much change occurred in this region in rerms of religion.
In around 1900, quite different Muslim groups existed in this re-
gion. The nearly extinct Sultanate of Sumbaw^ tr^ced its origins to
the region of Banjarmasin, and sought legitimation as well as reli-
gious and cultural influence from this region. The Sultanate of Bima
cherished a remembrance of its descent from the Javanese rulers of
Hindu-Majapahit, but kept more vivid relations with the Muslim
cultures of the Buginese and Makassarese from South Sulawesi after
their conversion in the 1630s.a The Sultan of Bima also claimed sov-
ereignty over the western part of Flores, including Labuan Bajo, Reo
and Riung, which were its most important coastal areas. On the south
coast of Flores, Muslims from Makassarese origin had dominated the
island of Ende and the nearby coast since their victory over the Por-
tuguese traders and priests between 1620 and 1630. This bloody con-
flict ended rvith the destruction of the Portuguese fortification on the
island, which had been built by the Dominican fnars. In about 1900,
remnants of this fortification and of four churches on the island of
Ende still remained. In Numba, opposite the island of Ende on the
south coast of Flores, Controleur Samuel Roos, during his visit in
L872, met a Christian named Domingus who was the keeper of the
Iast 
.remnants of Christianity including an ivory image of Christ on
the cross, a vrooden statue of Mary and several other ivory images.s
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Another Muslim stronghold was on the island of Solor where
people treasured the memory of their origins from Ceram or Ter-
nate,6 and their victory in the fight against the Portuguese, who
abandoned their fortification of Henricus in 1636.7 Other Muslim
strongholds in the Solor archipelago were at Adonare and Trong,
small places on the southern coast of the island of Adonare. A more
recent settlement of Makassarese and Buginese Muslims was founded
in the region east of Maumere where the head of the Geliting settle-
ment received some recognition as an independent Raja of I(anga in
1902 and 1904.8 This more or less independent realm may have
formed a fourth Islamic centre after those of the Bimanese vassal
Manggarai in the \fest, Ende in the South, and Adonare East of
Flores. The ruler of I(anga was not a fervent or intolerant Mus-
lim. He donated 900 guilders for the building of a church in his
realm and ordered his subiects to cooperate in its construction in
the early 1920s." I{anga was once again integrated into the territory
of Sikka in 1,929 as a consequence of the centralization of power and
the success of Don Thomas of Sikka who was then ruling from
Maumere.
There were a small number of Arab traders who settled in Ende,
Sumba (Memboro, Melolo, Waingapu) and Timor (I{upang), prob-
ably during the 19th century. Although a small community (in 1905
there were 303 people of Arab descent in the I(upang residency; and
by 1930 there were 2688), they held quite a prominent social posi-
tion. Under colonial rule, a boofd der Arabieren or Representative of
the Arabs was nominated in Ende (Said Abdoelqadir bin Djadid al-
Habsii) and in Sumba (Said Oemar bin Abdoelqadir al-Djoefri) in
1.927.10 In around 1900, there was a saying on Sumba that "the Endenese
have more authority than the Dutch".11
The Shift in Colonial Policy from Abstinence
to Active Imperialism, 7904-1970
The first decade of the rwentieth century brought drastic changes
to the whole area of south-east Indonesia, then under the colonial rule
of the Residency of I(upang or the Lesser Sunda Islands (Kleine Soenda
Eilanden). Until 1900, the official government policy was that the
area would never produce a financial benefit for the colonial treasury
and therefore should be ruled with minimal costs. Non-intervention
was the ruling ideology, and symbolic representation of the colonial
power was deemed sufficient. In this symbolic representation, the
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activities of the Catholic Church were w.elcomed and even encour-
aged.
The Dutch Catholic clergy penetrated Flores through the town of
Larantuka after the 1859 treaty with Portugal. Only in 1892 did gov-
efnment steamefs use the good harbour of Ende as a regular starion,
and as a result an office for the Koninklijke Pakketpaart Maatschappij
(KPI\4) was established. In 1896, the Musiim Rafa of Ende and his
main assistant, the F.aja Bicara, were granted formal colonial recogni-
tion. Until that point, the only colonial representatives for that re-
gion were the Residents in the Catholic regions of Larantuka and
Maumere. Resident F. Heckler (April 1902-March 1905) was the first
to implement the new and more active policy. He ordered the first
vigorous intervention in native rule of the Catholic Raja of Larantuka,
and to this ends, deposed Don Lorenzo II in July 1904, whereupon
he was sent into exile to Yogyakata. For the first time, military
intervention was carried out in a small-scale civil war in the Sikka area
in mid-1904.
In March 1905, the next resident, J.F.A. de Rooy, was given clear
instructions regarding this much more active policy. His main task
was "to estabiish a powerful authority in the whole residency, with
the implication of a new straregy towards the self-ruling districrs,
which are the majoriry of the whole arca. The former policy of non-
intervention, suggesting that the supreme authority was with the na-
tive rulers and not with the colonial authority, should be abandoned."12
The first Controleur, A. Couvreur, was nominated to explore the
unknown territories of Flores and to design maps of the area in 1906.
Between July 1907 and February 1908, Captain Christoffel carried
out a form of Blitz-Krieg throughout the entire \Testern and Centrai
areas of Flores, establishing at least the strong impression of the power
of the colonial army. This action was symbolic of a new era in which,
for the first time in history, taxes were imposed payable to the colo-
nial government in the form of money r^ther than in the form of
coffee, rice, corn or elephant tusks (as were the taxes or fines of the
native raja). This new policy affected such things as the planting of
new crops such as copra, especially for export. It brought roads for
the army (built through forced labour) and (mostly Chinese) traders,
as well as education. After 1908, local resistance, mostly against the
new taxes and forced labour, increased in many places, and did not
really subside after 1.91,5.13
The sharp expansior] of the colonial presence is also evident in the
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increased number of colonial personnel in the Residency of I{upang
or the Lesser Sunda Islands between 1905 and 1935. In 1905 there
were 19 officiais in the Residency, but by 1915 there were 43. This
number remained more or less stable after 1.915. However, the num-
ber of European missionary personnel continued to increase frcm 52
in L911, to 222 in 1.939.14
There was not only an increase in the number of personnel, but
gree;ter emphasis was also placed on the quality of these resources. In
1908, Resident De Rooy complained that the lowest echelons of the
administration, the posthouder were "people without education, partly
without any feeling of responsibility for their duty and without any
ze I".15 Until 1904, the postbouder had no other formal duty than to
raise the flag and to prevent ttoubles, and was without the aid of
soldiers or formal authority. After 1904, vast improvements were
made in transport and communication between the islands through
the use of motorboats and telephone connections befween the major
towns of the residency (established in 1909). This enabled govern-
ment officials such as the cioiele gezaghebber, who were also of a low
rank similar to that of the posthouder and his military equivalent, to
send reports quickly to the Resident in I(upang, who was eager to
demonstrate a show of power.
In the context of this rapidly changing environment, the Catholic
mission aiso made rapid progress. In stark contrast to earlier periods
vrhen the missionaries complained that the Residents were either dog-
matic Protestants or anti-religious Freemasons, they now met more
outspoken Catholics within the administration. The first controleur
of Flores, A. Couvreur, (nominated in 1906 for Ende) was a low-key
Catholic who nevertheless gave much open support to the mission'
His successor, Anton Hens (1910-191.3, and Assistant Resident 1913-
191,6), was also a devout Catholic in his private life, and was even
more outspoken in his support of the Catholic mission'16
On 1 October 1,907, in the heydays of the conquest of West Flores,
Controleur Couvreur wrote to the head of the mission station in
Larantuka:l1
Deat Pastor,
Between Nanga Pandan and Aimere we found a magnificent, fertile and densely
populated highland, 
^t^n^ver^ge 
height of 750 to 1200 meter. The area is about 70
by 30 km squared and is inhabited by at least 250,000 people. we should definitely
riot use the wotd 'uncivilized' fot them, but can maintain the qualification'1iapa-
cious'. I made a personal inspection to the south-vrestern section of this area, com-
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monly called the Tokka-area, but better called the district of the Ngada, inhabited
by the Komitero tribe (named after their red moustache). They have a highet level
of civilization than the population of East Flores. As ptoof, I mention to you that
their chiefs asked Captain Christoffel to start a school in this tegion.
You vrill accept from me without futther proof, that this is an extremely good
region for the Catholic mission, as well as from the viewpoint of economic profit
(a very fettile 
^re^, ^n 
excellent health station or Luftkurort). \fle will very soon
statt with the construction of a road inland from the Bay of Aimete. We will give
priority to this.
I can assure you that it will not only be a main concern for the mission, but also
for the govetnment and people, to as soon as possible send a priest, together with a
teacher and carpenter from the religious ordet to setde there. For teasons which
ate known to you, I must urge you to consider this letter 
^s 
stictb pripafe, also for
the sake of the development in this place. Yours.
Government officials 
^t that time had to remain strictly neutral in
religious affairs and therefore Couvreur could not write this letter in
the function of his formal role. Because of the strong presence of Mus-
Iims in the harbour and coastal towns of West Flores such as in Ende,
Nangan Pandan, Labuan Bajo, Reo and Borong, the Catholic mission
had more or less neglected the western half of Flores as they regarded it
as mostly Muslim. This was also the result of the formal authority of
the sultanate of Bima over Mangg r^i or V/est Flores. However,
Christoffel's military action and Couvreur's inquiries proved this as-
sumption u/rong, at least for the time being. The Muslim influence was
restricted to the coast v/hile inhabitants of inland areas still adhered to
traditional religions. But Couvreur feared that the Muslim influence
would increase very soon and thus he considered it to be in the interests
of the colony to promote the Catholic mission.
Couvreur wrote a more strongly worded letter (dated 12 Febru-
ary 1908) to Bishop Luypen in Batavia regarding the necessity of win-
ning the race against Islam. He viewed central and west Flores as very
promising, particularly when compared to the low expectations held
for the first mission area of East Flores:18
.. If we do not act fast, Islam will occupy the interior and we will have lost this
case fotever. This is the more regrettable because until now the mission setded in
the economically and also spititually most backward [eastetn] patt of Flores. This
is a region with some promise, but will never be able to keep pace with Manggarai
and the region north of Ende. Also the density of the population in these tegions
is much highet than in Maumere a.nd Lara.ntuka. If we act fast, Flotes, with the
exception of a few coastal places, can be secured for the Catholic Chutch, including
the fertile Manggatai, until nou/ undet the influence of the Muslim Bima, includ-
ing the whole interior of Ende.
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There was even an element of blackmail in the correspondence.
Couvreur wrote in a letter written on 1 October 1907 on behalf of
the great military man Captain Christoffel that he felt obliged to
offer V/est Flores to the Prorestant church of Batavia if the Catholics
could not take the initiative in establishing a settlement in this re-
gion.le The same argument was still heard more than ten years later
when Prefect Piet Noyen complained that many villages in the re-
gion of Ende and Ndona had accepted Islam and that even some chiefs
of districts embraced this religion, while he could do nothing due to
the lack of new priests from Europe:
Also, the Dutch govetnment is cridcizing me because it is in their interest that
the inhabitants are converted to Christianity, because the attitude of Muslims
towatd the government is often suspicious. They suggested mote than once that it
would be bettet to ask for Protestants to come to this place, because we are short of
personnel. ... A government official asked me what would be my preference: that
they become Muslim or Ptotestant? You can imagine how difficult it is for me to
say that they should rathet become Ptotestants.20
The Veak Position of the Muslims of Flores
in the First Decades in the 20'h century
The question vias put several times in reports of the colonial gov-
ernment as to v/hy the rather strict and dedicated Muslims of the ma-
jor coastal arcas h^d not spread their religion to the tribes of the moun-
tainous interior of the Islands. One observer pointed to the lack of
missionary zeal in the centuries preceding the active colonization of the
^rea.zr 
Others remarked that the main obstacle might have been the
inlanders' tradition of eating pork.22 In terms of possible means for the
spread of Islam, the economic superiority of the Muslims has been
mentioned. The economic supremacy of coastal Muslims, their trade
and money-lending practices, and their practice of buying brides estab-
lished links between them and the hintedand. Insecurity and poverty
in the interior may have been one of the main reasons why Islam did
not spread in these areasfrom the major coastal tov/ns. This situation
changed drastically after the military actions of Captain Christoffel in
1907-1908, which were referred to as 'wars of pacification', a label that
they retain today.23 After these military actions, work was started on
the Fiores road between Reo and Lx^ntuka (completed in 1927), and
on a web of local roads, and v/as combined with the policy that people
should build their villages along these roads.
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In 1.91.4, the Prefect of the Flores mission, Piet Noyen, wrote
bluntly to retired missionary Mary Joseph Claessens in the Nether-
lands: "The construction of the roads has finished now, and the con-
ditions in the interior 
^te 
quite safe. The bajis (returned pilgrims from
Mecca) will spare no costs or energy to plant the poison of their doc-
trine on the mountains. Therefore Ende has to become the main sta-
tion of the mission."24 ltr other correspondence, military terminol-
ogy was used, and it was stated that Ende would $s "6s611nioJ"
(besetzen) in 1915!2s
By 1910, a sharp increase in the number of hajis (returned pilgrims
to Mecca) was already evident. From the 1890s through to the eady
1900s, there were only some 200 pilgrims to Mecca pet yeat from the
Lesser Sunda Islands.26 This rose sharply to 383 (1910), 494 (1.91,1),715
(1912) and 870 (1913), but appears to have stopped completely during
the war of 1914-1.91.8, to resume in high numbers only after 1.920,
reaching the highest pre-independence figure of 879 in 1930. This rise
may be attributed to the rise of the money economy, and perhaps
partly also to the better collection of statistics and increased govern-
ment control.2T
Some colonial officers observed strict religious neutrality, and some
erren showed reserves regarding the privileged position of Christian-
ity. The most outspoken of these was J. van Suchtelen who was once
I t,the Gezaghebber of Ende. A school was opened in Labuan Balo in
1911 with Manuel Fernandez as teacher. One of the main activities of
the school was the singing of church hymns in Malay, rnenjanji Melajoe
seperti di gereja, but Van Suchtelen later forbade this because the list
of school children only showed Muslim names.28 At the same time,
two sons of the village-head of N7akuleo in Mbuli asked Van Suchtelen
if they were allowed to convert to Islam. The colonial official an-
swered that it was very good to do so. Consequently, he forbade the
teacher from introducing the Catholic catechism in the school.2e
Van Suchtelen's attitude provoked a strong reaction by the mis-
sionaries. They bluntly stated that it was government policy to pro-
mote Christianity. "If not for that reason, why should the govern-
ment provide a salary for the clergy?"3O They also resented the fact
that this attitude of Van Suchtelen's had given the Muslims of Ende
more self-confidence. "They now move around as if they say: "we are
an important p^rqt here!" That is only caused by Van Suchtelen, who
visits all areas eYefy month".31
In a few cases, Van Suchtelen and others probably witnessed the
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clear use of compulsion by the missionaries in the bid to win con-
verts. There were some cases of boys who were manipulated into
being sent to the school of Lela against their choice. In 191,4, the first
eight pupils arrived from Reo and Ruteng, but soon afterwards, three
wanted to return. Missionary Muller reported: "Nearly every day
they asked me for permission to leave. They wanted to become Mus-
lim and refused pork. On the day of arrwal of the steamer in Maumere
[30 kilometre walking] they were in the harbour. I let them off,"32
This was, however, an exception.
One reason for the neutral position of the colonial officials may
have been their sincere conviction that religious neutrality was the
policy for the whole colony. Some may have been anti-clerical for
various reasons. The missionaries often expressed the reproach of
Freemasons, although there were no formal branches of this spiritual
and social organizatton in these outer islands, and neither were there
any documented accusations. In early 191,2 a vague conflict between
the missionaries of Larantuka and posthouder Schmiedeman resulted
in the complaint by father Joseph Hoeberechts that "the Crescent is
protected and Christianity obstructed here."33 Some government of-
ficials also perceived the great influence of the fast increasing num-
bers of foreign missionaries as a thte^t to their own position, This
may have created a counter-balance in the form of the defence of the
progress of Islam.
The general policy of the colonial government, probably much
more outspoken here than in any other arca of the colony during the
first decades of the 20th century, was in favour of increasing the num-
bers of conversions to Christianity by restricting the Islamic influ-
ence. This is most evident in the way native rulers were selected and
promoted on the island of Flores. From the large number of political
realms that originally existed, only nine survived through to the end
of the colonial period. In this quick process of reorganization of na-
tive rule, the influence of Islam was seriously curtailed.
The most significant and drastic example of the containment of
Islam was the separation of West Flores, Manggarai, from the Sultan-
ate of Bima in 1929.34 The most important representatives of the
Sultan of Bima on Flores were the Sangaji of Labuan Bajo and the
Raja Bicara of Reo. Both were deposed as zefuestuurder or narive
rulers in 1,929 in favour of the newly created Raja of Manggarai,
Alexander Baroek, a young Catholic man who was educated at the
mission school. Baroek was born the son of one of the 38 dalu of
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Manggarai. In order to give him more authority, an older dalu, Rara
Bagoeng, a p^gan, was put besides him as his raja bicara (advisor /
spokesman). E.H. De Nijs Bik, who as Resident of I{upang super-
vised the process of the separation from Bima, had high hopes for
Alexander Baroek, although he noted that due to his young age "he
could not yet show off strong authority in front of the other local
rulers and even less against the Catholic clergy, who took charge of
him during his education."35 Baroek received backing from the priest
W. van Bekkum (who later became the Bishop of Ruteng), rvho wrote
a series of articles on the history of Manggarat that concentrated not
on the foreign influences of Bima and Goa, but on the inland policies.
Although acknowledging the permanent relations with other areas of
Indonesia in his historical studies, Van Bekkum emphasized the dis-
trict of Todo (from where Alexander Baroek originated) as the major
area of the 38 districts of Manggarai.36
On the north coast, only Riung remained a self-governing terri-
tory under a Muslim ruler. However, Riung was very small, cover-
ing the area of three dalu only. The same process was mirrored in the
development of Ende on the south coast. It was under a Muslim ruler
in the 1930s, but its territory shrunk in 1.915, and even more so in
1,924, to the advantage of the newly created native territory of Lio,
ruled by the Catholic Raja Pius, "a strong personality, u'ho notwith-
standing the fact that his position is entirely a Dutch creation, can
exercise authority in his region".37
In his chronologicai overview of the region Lio-plus-Ende, which
was until 1,924 simply called Ende, Van Suchtelen mentioned in his
last year (1918) that Mbaki Mbani, Raja of Ndona, had embraced
Islam. This was a serious setback for the Catholic rnission because its
headquarters for the whole island of Flores were built just outside the
town of Ende in Ndona. Van Suchtelen also noted that Ngadji (alias
Petrus), educated at the mission school in LeIa, would be the best
choice for successor to Mbaki Mbani. On the conversion to Islam by
Mbaki Mbani, Bishop Noyen commented that "this would never have
happened under controleur Hens" as he blamed it on the perceived
pro-Islamic attitude of Van Suchtelen.38 In 1,924, the territory of Ndona
became incorporated in the gteatet region of Lio under the outspo-
ken Catholic Raja Pius, a measure taken by more outspoken pro-
Christian officials.
Another offrcial who was accused of being 'pro-Muslim' was Mr.
Lagerweg, who was commander of the police in Lomblem, serving
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undet Gezagbebber De Groot of Alor "from where he brought such
positive impressions of Muslims". In 191.6 Gezaghebber Lagerweg rep-
rimanded the chief of Moni because of frequent drunkenness and a
distinct lack of initiatives for further development. But Prefect Noyen
expressed his support of this man "because he is sympathetic towards
the mission and will not allorv any Muslims to enter his territory".3e
\'J7hatever may have been the individual choice of some officials, with
only a few exceptions, the colonial policy in the region was directed
at a containment of Islam during the period 1904-1942.
Is it a coincidence that after the deposition of the Catholic Raia
Don Lorenzo of Lanntuka in 1904. more and more Muslim rulers
had problems with the colonial authority? In the eady 1930s, the son
of the Raja of fuung, Abdullah, who was active in the collection of
taxes, was accused of abusing his power and was sent into exile in
I(upang for three years. At the same time, the son of the ruler of
Ende, who attended high school in Surabaya, w'as sent back to Ende
because he was deemed too close to 'extremist' (i.e. nationalist) circles.a0
But the most severe measures were taken against the Muslim Raja of
Adonare. Several of his traditional territories were transferred to
Larantuka, and there was much suspect and close supervision by co-
lonial admrnistrators. A. Couvreur wrote of the island of Adonare
(divided between the authority of the Raja of Larantuka and Adonare):
"The people of Adonare are really criminals. Human life has no spe-
cific value and murder and massacte ate very common. Although
they are punished in a harsh way, they continue with their life-style
and very often fighting of whole villages take place."al In 1,934, judge-
ments regarding Muslim rulers were again very negative. De Nijs Bik
considered Raja Arkian Amba, who ruled until 1930, to be "a person
of no insight at all, a real impediment for development" and his suc-
cessor Bapa Ana "a weak personality without any developmetrt."42
The negative views expressed regarding the few remaining Mus-
lim rulers were in complete contrast to the generally positive views
regarding the Catholic rulers in Flores. Of these, the most applauded
was the Raja of Sikka, Don Thomas da Silva, into vzhose territory the
small Muslim coastal region of Kangae had been incorporated in 1929.
Da Silva was considered to be "without doubt the most energetic
native ruler in the Flores region."a3 In 1,932, a combination of admi-
ration for this ruler and economic policies of the Dutch led to the
onteoogding or emancipation of this native ruler from European su-
pervision in his own area.
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In his final overview of the area he administered as Resident be-
tween 1.923-1927, G. Schultz divided the south-eastern islands in four
categories. These were: a) Bima and (the rest of Sumbawa as Muslim,
b) Flores, the eastern districts of Dutch (west) Timor, and the west-
ern districts of Sumba as Catholic, c) the rest of Timor as under the
influence of the old Dutch Reformed Church Qndiscbe Kerk), and
finally d) most of Sumba as the territory for the Reformed Mission
(Gereformeerd as disnnct from the Indische I{erk). This division was
maintained since then,aa
For the Catholic.,rnission, this division was not just a matter of
fact, but it remained a policy still to be executed in close co-operation
with the government. The still hesitant and somewhat subversive
support for the mission, as evident in controleur Couvreur's private
letter of 1907, soon became official policy. Colonel (later General)
Van Rietschoten, who was Resident of I{upang between 1911-1913,
wrote in his last report:
\7e cannot yet show a considetable increase of Chdstianity. The main teason
is that the various missions are short of personnel. Thetefore they ate not ln a
position to found new mission posts and must give their attention to the consolida-
tion of existing congtegations. Expansion, including the necessary preparation, is
too hear,ry butden for them. Especially for Flores, where Islam is expanding, this
has to be lamented because, besides other reasons that are in favour of the expan-
sion of Christianity, a Christian population will be a more solid base for our power
than a majority of Muslims.as
Eight years I^ter, a similar but more optimistic iudgement \ilas
given by departing Resident Maier, who concluded that an increase
in the number of Christians was noteworthy, signalling that "Chris-
tians feel loyal subjects of the Nethedands Indies Government. Chris-
tianity is a barrier against Islam." More specifically, regarding subsi-
dies for schools in the "protestant regions" of \ff/est Timot, Maier
stated that the purpose of the subsidies for education mainly was "to
provide the Protestant Church of I(upang the means to make easy
contacts with the pagan population, in order to effectuate a quick and
total Christianization of this region."a6
Not much mention is made of Muslim protest against the favoured
position of Christianity in major parts of the region. This may have
been the result of the fact that no major Islamic centres wefe to be
found east of Bima. Besides basic courses for Quranic reading, there
was only one primary school in I(upang that used Arabic as the main
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language, and it also used Dutch.aT There were either no Muslim broth-
erhoods (tarekat - or religious orders), or those that may have existed
were not officially reported in the colonial records and other reports.
Muslim children in the Catholic schools (the only schools available in
most places of Flores) followed catechism lessons. The small number
of Muslim boys in Larantuka also attended school during the month
of Ramadan without any problem ("as meek lambs") asking onli' f6t
leave on Idul Fitri, the final day of the fasting month.as In piaces with
a Muslim majority such as Ende, special teachers known for their
good communication with Muslims were employed. Before the start
of Ramadan, they sought contact with various hajis and "they found
it enough, if the children would have leave from school during a few
days at the beginning and at the end of the fasting."ae In practice,
however, schools in strong Islamic areas were quite cautious in this
respect and refrained from religious classes in some cases.s0 There
were local rumours about the dangers of conversion to Christianity.
Father Jan Engbers noted in 1911: "the Muslims threaten the people
in the interior that their children will die within three months if they
offer them for baptism. Hail to the Colonial Government, under
whose sweet authority people are brave enough to take the risk'"51
The first decades after the pacification wars of 1907 under Captain
Christoffel brought many rebellions. Very few of these were situated
in Muslim-maiority regions. Most were in the inland areas where the
money economy was previously unknown and people had great dif-
ficulties with forced labour and the new taxes. The only suggestion of
an Islamic insurgence came from Ende where In 1'9L7 Gezagbebber
Van Suchtelen suspected a number of Muslims of planning a rebel-
lion.s2 The house where they gathered was burnt down and not much
was heard of any similar plans after that.5r
Education as the Corner Stone for the Containment
of Islam and the Expansion of Christianity on Flores
The development of the Catholic mission in East Flores from 1860
forward led to the establishment of two great mission compounds,
one in Lanntuka and the other in Lela (Sikka), both with boarding
schools for boys and girls. In both places, Franciscan nuns from
Heythuizen educated some 200 girls from the time they arrived at
the school (between 8 and 1.4 years old) until they married' Much
time was devoted to learning handicraft, weaving, embroidering, cook-
ing and house cleaning. Much time also rvas devoted to religious edu-
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cation, including the recounting of biblical stories, learning the cat-
echism and singing religious hymns. The Jesuits had a smaller num-
ber of boys under their supervision for a similar program in both
compounds. In Larantuka, there was a special section of the dormi-
tory and the school for boys (or young men) who assisted the Jesuit
brothers in the building activities of the mission. The carpenter's yard
of Brother Henricus Adan also made special woodcarvings such as
for statues of saints and altars in various parts of Indonesia.sa
Besides the two major settlements of Larantuka and Lela, there
vrere less significant schools in Maumere and I(otting. In a small num-
ber of places, catechists were nominated and paid by the missions,
and in some cases were also paid by the raja. In Waibalon and Lewoleri,
the catechists received 6 guilders per month from the mission and
one guilder from Raja Louis. They taught the children the catechism
in the Malay language. For most children, this v/as the first time they
learnt proper Malay. They became acquainted with the basic stories
of the bible, with the common prayers, especially the rosary, and
most of all with the joyful and cheerful singing that was and still is at
the heart of the Catholic Church of Flores and nearby islands. There
are not many reports of language problems for the teachers, who
initially came mostly from East Flores and could speak no Lionese,
Ngada or Manggarai. There are even reports that the teachers who
arrived from Sikka very soon adapted to the Lio arca and learnt the
language.ss
On 23 August 1906, Hendrik Colijn, as special advisor for the
outer islands, arrived in Larantuk^ as p^rt of his great trip through
E,ast Indonesia. Much to the surprise of the missionaries, he commu-
nicated the plans of the Dutch colonial minister Idenburg regarding
the development of education in the Indies: a broad net\r/ork of vil-
lage schools, supported and largely financed b)' local social networks.
In East Indonesia, this system was to be organtzed by Catholic and
Protestant missions. Colijn was enthusiastic about the school and more
specifically about the vocational training in Larantuka and praised its
carpenters. Father Hoeberechts defended the first goal of the mission
schools, that being the religious education. On this point, Colijn was
positive, saying: "Of course, that is your honest aspiration, to make
them confident and obedient Christians. You may continue to build
Catholic schools, but it should not be an ecclesiastical school."56
In the end, Hoeberechts considered this a golden opportunity for
the mission notwithstanding the many problems between the gov-
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ernment and missionaries of Lanntuka in relation to the exile of Raja
Lorenzo. Colijn also visited Maumere and Lela, where Father Henricus
Looiimans showed much less enthusiasm for the ambitious plans. He
left it to the Bishop to decide, but personally he thought the under-
taking was too ambitious. He argued that it would probably cost too
much money and the result would probably be less than expected.
"Still, it would be quite good for Central-Flores li.e. Sikka] because
we rvould have much more opportunities to work directly amongst
the population."5T
Colijn remained in East Flores from 23-26 August 1906 only. He
visited all the eastern possessions of the colony, departing from
Surabaya in eady May 1906.58 In his later report, published rn 1.907
and summarizing the findings of his trip to the outer islands of the
archipelago, he emphasized that general education was much needed
but only possible if a sharp distinction was drawn between education
provided by the central government and local initiatives. He argued
that the central government should restrict itself to the education of
the sons of native chiefs and rulers. For general education, local initia-
tives should be fostered.se He reminded the reader that in the history
of Europe, education also began in the Caroiingian period through
the parish schools.60 A long chain of deliberations, reports, and fur-
ther deliberations followed. In May 1909, Colijn wrote again advis-
ing on the so-called uitbestedingsstelsel or the system of farming out.
Governor-General Idenburg defended this system in a letter to the
Dutch Minister of Colonial Affairs dated 5 April 1910. The Minister
agreed to the general structure of this plan.6t
Discussions with the government over this issue were for some
time directed not from Flores but by the leading figures of the more
developed Catholic schools in Nfoloan (NJorth Suiawesi) and Muntilan
(Central Java). Probably in support of this proposal, the priests of
East Flores wrote the "Concept for a Request about the Schools in
Flores".62 The preparations went a step further during a high level
meeting in Lela on 22 February 1,91,1, at which the Advisor for the
Outer Islands Lulofs, Resident Van Rietschoten, Controleur Hens,
and priests of the mission led by Arnold van der Velden were present.
The group worked on an outline for an agreement, vzhich was signed
by Lulofs and Van der Velden on 7 March 1911. The document started
"with the recognition that with the exception of the territory of the
nja of Adonare, the whole region could be considered a mission ter-
ritory. .. Moreover the confession of Islam by the people of Ende
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and other inhabitants of the coast, as far as native people are con-
cerned, is not more than mere tincture." The document expr€ssed
regret that until recently it was impossible that missionaries could
settle amongst the "wild population of the interior", but it also ac-
knowledged with ioy that Muslim migrants were eager to gain finan-
cial profit and therefore abstained from missionary activities away
from the coast.
The successful military campaigns of the previous years had changed
the situation drastically. With a safe interior, the opportunities for
contact with the native population had increased and were used by
the Muslims. The best way to counter Islamic expansion was consid-
ered to be through firm action by Christian missions, education be-
ing one of the best means for carrying it out. Therefore it was unani-
mously decided that the procedure aheady being developed by the
Protestant mission in Sumba should also be applied in Flores. It rvas
planned that the five leading schools in Larantuka, Lela, Ende , Aimare
(for Ngada) and Reo (for Manggarai) would produce teachers for the
simpler village schools. In the colonial terminology, these were re-
ferred to as standaardscbool ot oerpolgschool, adding two years of
education to the three grades of the desaschool or village school.63
The agreement of 7 March 1911 was only one step in a long pro-
cess. On 1 May 1911 the R.C. Scboolaereeniging Flores or the Flores
Catholic School Organization applied for recognition as a public foun-
dation to the government in Batavia,6a By mid 1911 Gezaghebber
Van Suchtelen in Ende proposed a list of eleven villages selected for
schools in the Ende region.6s \7hile the local practice had akeady
adjusted to a general subsidy for education by the mission, the debate
between Batavia and the Netherlands regarding the final regulation
lasted until 1915. In 1909, the Batavia Director for Education and
Religion still rejected the idea. He wanted to maintain srrict neutral-
ity on the part of the government and pointed out that the "Church
and Mission do not consider education in the first place, as is the case
with the State, to be a facility for general development, but a v/ay to
conversion to Christianity".uu But the times were changing and in
Dutch politics religious parties became more and more powerful.
The Minister of Colonies, De lVaal Malefijt, joined in with the strat-
egy of the Governor General Van Idenburg in 1910 to hand over the
implementation of general education in regions of missions to the
various corporations.6T This finally was adopted as the policy of the
Decision of 1913 (commonly referred to as the Sumba-Flores Regula-
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tion), which rvas somewhat modified in 1915 after being critiqued by
parliament.6s
It was not only for the objective of supporting missionary work
that the regulation gave priotity to the mission schools. Another goal
was economic in that the government wanted schools to be financed
as much as possible by the people themselves through collective labour
and free building materials, and through special locai taxes for schools
or by using public funds of the districts. Defending this strategy in
1911, Lulofs mentioned that the Priests of Larantuka, who in 1904
.were known as an obstacle to the power of the Resident of I(upang,
norv had sent a message to the government officials asking them to
come quickly to collect the taxes because people had prepared cash
money and would use it for other purposes if the officials postponed
the collection.6e Despite this, the school-tax was not 
^ 
great success as
it created negative feelings towards the school, and was abolished in
1.91.7 after much protest.To
From Islamic Threat
to Catholic Domination in Ende-Lio
The first major problem for the Catholic mission occurred in Ende
in around 1910. After the initiation of aggressive colonial politics in
1906, the town of Ende was chosen as.the basis for the permanent
colonial presence in Central and Nfest Flores' Due to a Iack of mis-
sionary personnel, priests rarely visited Western and Central Flores
before 1910. There was a vague hope of some Christian continuity in
the southern coastal villages. The most outspoken aspirations were in
Numba, 19 kilometres west of Ende on the south coast. As men-
tioned above, Controleur Samuel Roos discovered a few remnants of
previous Christianity in 1.872. In Ende, people told him that there
had been two Christian churches in Numba' "But now they had put
thek Tuhan D6o in a chest and therefore they had no longer a Tuhan
Allab".11 One old man in Numba named Domingus had ,vooden
statues of Mary and Christ, and four small ivory images. Once a year
at "Pasko" he burnt a candle. He was the only one in the village to eat
pork and to keep alive the Christian tradition. The village head told
Roos that he was the last in his family to be born a Christian. As a
boy he bore the name Nyo Joz6, but at the suggestion of the Arab
Shaykh Bara, he became a Muslim at the age of 1'4.
Ten years later, in 1882, the missionary Father Le Cocq paid a
short visit to Numba. He met several Muslims who confessed that
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they had been baptized in their eady youth but later accepted Islam.
In a village nearby he found "many who call themselves Christian,
although they are not baptized. They wanted me to give them in-
struction, but the village head did not agree".12 In the previous thirty
years there had been another priest who visited this area. This was
father H. Looifmans, who received an invitation to visit Controleur
Hens (including the use of the government steamer) in March 1910.
He met only 14 Catholics in Ende during his short visit.
In 1910, the first teacher, Ignatius Dias (alias Oessin) from
Larantuka, started a modest school in Ende. A second teacher, Albert
Nangon, a Catholic from Menado soon became available to Ende. In
that same year,Leo Lana, a graduate from Lela, became the first teacher
for the school of \faku Leo, the first school in the interior of Lio
territory. He transferred to Jopu after 1914.73 A second school was
opened in the Lio territory at Mbuli.Ta From 1909 onwards, Father
Jan Engbers made several short trips from Lela to Mbuli, the closest
^re^ 
to Lio, but the school resulted in many more baptisms than
these short visits.75 During a trip to that region in 1911, Father
Looijmans baptized some 200 children, but most of these were under
the age of six. These baptisms indicated the wishes of their parents to
become part of the modern wodd of schools and mission. It was first
of all seen as a banier to the progress of Islam, less as the salvation of
individual souls. The quick baptism of uninstructed young people
contradicted the common argument of missionaries that Islam was
easy to convert to (both in terms of preparation for membership and
in moral obligations) and Christianity was difficult.T6 There seems,
however, to have been quite a difference in personal styles between
the priests in this matter. Father Jan Engbers made several similar
trips as Looijmans both before and after, but carried out consider-
ably fewer baptisms.TT
At the February-March 1.91.1 meeting in Lela, Looijmans acknowl-
edged that Ende v,'as contracted to be one of five places designated to
have an intermediate school. but stated that:
My objection is that Ende is only inhabited by Mushms, Arabs and Chinese,
and is not fitted to educate sons of pagan chiefs, who could eventually become
Catholic teachers. But the government teally has decided that a school must be
built in Ende. This can only be rcaltzed by placing a ptiest in Ende, who erects his
house and a dormitory for sons of chiefs somewhat outside Ende, or at least sepa-
rated from the school.78
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Due to a lack of clergy, Pastoral services in Ende were restricted to
one visit by Father Looijmans from Lela in the year 1'91.1'. Migration
had increased quickly thanks to the new road connecting Maumere
and Ende and the safer conditions.Te At Easter 1911, Looiimans had
35 men and 1.7 women at the altar in Ende for communion, most of
them from the Maumere-Lela area. The number of schools grew
quickly and in 1911 Albert Nangon, 
^ 
te^cher from Ende, moved to
Labuan Bajo to take over a school which was started there by some
Manuel from Larantuka.s0 In that same year, a school was opened in
Reo on the northvrest coast with Naidju l(ainde, a Menadonese, as
the first teacher.sl Schools were opened in 1912 in Ruteng, Bziawa
and Boawae in the middle of what had only recently been the Ngada
controlled territory.82 The first expansion .was not the result of the
work of priests but of the teachers provided from Lela and Larantuka,
together rvith some Catholic Menadonese who were trained at the
school of NToloan.
In 1.91.2 and 1913, only a short pastoral visit from a priest from
Lela or Larantuka was made to Ende,83 but the schools developed
rather fast. On 1.5 January 1.91'2, Yan Suchtelen asked Father
Hoeberechts in Larantuka to send four teachers (for Nanga Pandan,
Ngaru Pero, \Wayu Nesu and Nggele). Martinus (alias Gustinio
Fernandez) led the school in Nanga Pandan, a Muslim stronghold'
Whenever possible, teachers were sent with their wives. If suitable
teachers were not yet married at the time of the request for new
teachers, marriages 'il/ere sometimes quickly arranged by the clergy,
selecting one of the girls of the schools of the sisters. Fernandez was
married Agneta de Rozari on 20 February 1'912 on the same day as
one of his colleagues rvho was to be sent to another school.8a
In 1909, the Divine Word Fathers (usually referred to as SVD
after the Latin name of their order Societas Verbi Dioini, or as the
Steiil Fathers after one of their main settlements in Europe in the
village of Steiil on the Dutch-German border) made an offer to Bishop
Luypen in Batavia to take orrer part of the mission territory which
had previously been served by the Jesuits. Initially only the island of
Timor was handed over to them, but from the beginning it was un-
derstood that they would take over all the Lesser Sunda Islands. The
first SVD priest (Piet Noyen) arrived in I(upang in 1'91'3, and he vis-
ited Ende the next ye^t, as it had become the central station for the
government of Flores. By 191'4, the Jesuits had permanents mission
posts in Larantuka, Maumere, I(otting, Lela, Sikka, and Lahurus
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(Timor) only, with 
^ 
tot^I staff of 12 priests, 9 brothers, as well as 31
sisters of other orders who had joined the work.
The SVD, a majority German order, could not develop their con-
tribution to the mission as planned due to World War I (1914-191,8).
In December 1.91.7 the SVD had already mourned 1.34 of their young
priests as victims of the war.85 In 1914 they aheady had 14 members
in the region, but by 1919 only 6 priests and 8 sisters andlay brothers
worked on Flores, and only two priests on Timor. The Jesuits, who
had hoped to bring more priests to the flourishing mission on Java,
were very cooperative and left some of their priests in Larantuka
until December 1918, when the last priest, Arnold van der Velden,
died from the Spanish fever. They remained in the Sikka region untii
early 1920 when J. Sevink left Maumere on 6 January and A. IJseldijk
left I(otting on 8 February. The Jesuits were also very lenient in re-
gards to finances, and transferred ownership of all their buildings,
including furniture and uterisils, to the SVD without compensation.
After Nflodd $Var I. the Germans lost their colonies in Africa. For
this reason, several experienced missionaries from Togo moved to
the Dutch Indies. In the 1.920s, SVD numbers grew rapidly from 29
priests and 11. lay brothers in 1.921. to 57 and 26 respectively in 1929.
In 1939, European staff for the SVD mission in the Lesser Sunda
Islands numbered 116 priests, 34 brothers and 72 sisters.s6 This is a
very large number when compared to other Catholic missions. It is
also large when compared to the approximately 75 foreign personnel
of the Rhenish Mission in Batakland (1.914 {tgures), which remained
more or less stable and even shrank slightly to 67 in 1934 and 70 in
1,938.87 However, during the 1910s the SVD could not yet fulfil their
great ambitions. After 1920 there were further problems including
the unstable economic situation in Germany and the general collapse
of the world economy after the Great Depression hit in 1929. Never-
theless, in 1938 retiring Resident J. Bosch referred to the "continuing
increase in personnel which the Mission is able to send from Europe,
because her resources seem to be nearly unlimited."88
A time of copious resources was still far off when Bishop Noyen
visited Ende for the first time in 1914. \X/hile it was only possible for
him to gatn a first impression, he decided soon afterwards that the
centre of the mission should not be located in Ende proper but in
nearby Ndona, separated from Ende by some 8 kilometres in dis-
tance and 100 meters in height, but still definitely part of the interior.
In 1914, Mbaki Bani, the village head of Ndona, was still a p^g n.
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Gezaghebber Van Suchtelen sent Mbaki Bani's son, later known as
Petrus Ngadii (also Ngatii), to the neutral government school of
I(upang. Later, Controleur Hens sent him to the Catholic school of
Lela vrhere he vras baptized on 27 August 1914. Mbaki Bani, hesitat-
ing between the Christian and Muslim influences, did not agree to
send him to Woloan for further education because he did not like to
push him closer to Catholicism. Thereupon Petrus Ngadji returned
to Ndona before completing his course in Lela, in 1915.8e In Decem-
ber 191,6, his fianc6 Tipoe was sent to the sisters in Larantuka (where
she only met one other girl who could speak Lionese, Malay and
Lamaholot being the common languages in Larantuka). Despite the
fact that there was never a Christian maffi^ge to this girl, the sisters
praised her for her piety.eo Van Suchtelen took Petrus Ngadii with
him on a trip to Java in 1'91'6.e1 In January 1918 Mbaki Bani, after
toying for some time with the idea of becoming a Protestant @ecause
the Dutch Queen Wilhelmina was a Protestant),e2 opted for Islam
and in 1919 his son was circumcised, although there is no clear evi-
dence that Petrus Ngadii fully converted to Islam.
Petrus Ngadii did not succeed Mbaki Bani as village head of Ndona,
but a more outspoken Catholic did. However, the political role of
Ndona akeady had been restricted by that time through the creation
of the self-ruling area of Lio under Raia Pius' Ndona simply became
part of greater Lio. Prefect Noyen reacted to the conversion to Islam
of Mbaki Bani by receiving as many pupils as possible in his school,
especially the sons of chiefs and village heads' Before asking permis-
sion from the government, he enrolled two groups at the lovrest grade
in order to educate as many future leaders in the Catholic tradition as
possible.e3
Noyen was able to start work in Ndona only after the formal
transfer of the mission from the Jesuits to the SVD Fathers in the
second half of L9L4.e4 In May 1915, Noyen, together with the broth-
ers who worked on the building of the mission compound, moved
from Timor to Ende. The village of Ndona was not only selected for
its location close to Ende, but also because of a good river which
providing it with water all year round. Although there was no firm
Muslim presence in Ndona, land and wood could only be bought
after long negotiations and rvith the help of Controleur Hens' Noyen
suspected that Muslims from Ende had persuaded the people of
Ndona not to cooperate with the mission. He mentioned in his diary
that at some time "many native people started cursing when they
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passed by the mission compound. If I met Muslims on the road, they
hissed: dog, swine! And it was no exception, that they were scream-
ing loud under the church service."
Noyen suspected that the Muslims of Ende might have been able
to gain influence in the interior through lending money and thus
making people dependent on them.e5 Noyen himself had tried to pay
a visit to the Muslim Raja of Ende but was sent away with the mes-
sage that the Raja did not like to socialze with white people.e6 Besides
Noyen and two Dutch lay brothers, mosr workers at the building in
Ndona were schoolboys from the institutions in Larantuka and Lela.
The first classroom was finished after a few months, and the school
opened with a dormitory for 60 pupils. These buildings initiated the
establishment of rvhat was to become a grand compound of the Catho-
lic mission of Flores.
The first head of the school in Ndona was Gregorius Pareira who
'was from I{onga. The second teacher to arrive, Franciscus Fernandez
alias Didoe, originated from East Flores and therefore could not speak
Endenese or Lionese.eT Duting the previous few years, a number of
Lionese boys (especially from the areas of Lise, Ndori and Mbuli)
akeady had been seflt to Lela in Sikka (East-Flores). No less than 70
were baptised in Lela between 1908 and 1915. The ma)ority of these
boys were not selected by the mission but were sent to Lela by gov-
ernment officials, with Controleur Hens as the major advocate of the
Catholic school as the best place for the education of future chiefs and
villages heads. One of these students, who later became an important
leader in Lio, was Pius Rassi Wange, born ln 1,892 and baptised in
LeIa tn 1909. He v/as the son of the chief of Wololele who later be-
c^me an important Raja of gre^ter Lio.e8 He stayed in Lela for six
years where In 1914 he married Johanna Boko. He was installed as
Raja of the self-governing territory Tanah I{unu V in that same year.ee
In December 191.5, ten boys were sent from Lela to Ndona as the
core group for the higher levels of the new school. Another small
number came from Nanga Pandan for a special reason. One of the
chiefs of Rea, Nipa Do, the Tuan Tanab or traditional chief of Tanah
Rea, was a not too active Muslim. When he died in 1915 his oldest
son was 13 years old, not yet circumcised, a pupil at the school of the
Catholic teacher in Nanga Pandan, and willing to become a Catholic.
Following a suggestion by Assistant Resident Hens, he vras invited to
stay in the dormitory of Ndona together with ten boys from his
neighborhood.
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The succession of l{akadoepa as chief in the nearby Nanga-Panda
is another interesting example of the "race between Islam and Chris-
tianity". Initially, Idjoe Oewa was selected as chief, but due to his lack
of capability, a prominent Muslim was elected as Raia. However, it
was decided that Oete, the brother of I{akadoePa, still a pagan but
committed to becoming a Christian, would be the next Raia' After
some time at school i.n Ndona, Van Suchtelen sent Oete to the school
of Muntilan. He stayed there from 1918 to 1920 and learned Dutch,
returning as a brilliant and promising young man. However, he ex-
perienced great problems due to certain financial and love affajrs.
After his return in 1.920, Oete married Catherina, the daughter of the
Raia of Boawae, but left her after a few months and therefore was
considered as lost to the Catholc cause. Both Nanga-Pandan and
Boawae were critical places in the race between Christianity and Is-
lam. A missionary wtote in 1,926 that this affair caused gre^t d^mage
to the Catholic cause in the rwo small kingdoms.100
In January 1916, some 50 sons of village heads in Lio were invited
to the school, which started with three classes. On 2 February 1'9L6,
the compound of Ndona was oPened with a gteat celebration in the
form of a Mass with foyful singing, the slaughtering of a buffalo, and
the playing of many games.tot On 15 Apnl 191'7, the first 21 boys
from the school in Ndona were baptised. Twelve of the boys were
from the Lise region where Pius Rassi N7angge was Raia. Only four
were from the Ndona district. Petrus Ngadii, son of Radla Mbaki
Mbani of Ndona, who probably became a Muslim a yeal later, was
Godfather to all the boys from Ndona.102 In early 1918 the baptismal
book of Ndona il,ready totalled some 1000 names.t03
After the mission started building its own educational compound
in Ndona, the status of the primary school of Ende was subiect to
debate. Resident Maier of l{upang urged that the simple school be
upgraded at least to the same level of the new school of Ndona. If the
mission was not prepared to bear the expense of the more elaborated
school, the government intended to open a religiously neutral school
in the capitil, of Flores. There were also suggestions of a Protestant
teacher being hired from I(upang. This threat was considered to be a
conspiracy by Resident E. Maier to open a neutral school under the
direct responsibility of the government in Ende. Although some
missionaries considered it a "waste that good teachers had to serve
Muslims", in mid-1916 the mission decided to place some of its best
teachers in the school at Ende. This school became the equivalent of a
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standard school with five grades (as an extension of the 3-year simple
folk-school).104 But the higher costs for this facility, which was only
used by Muslim pupils, was not even partially funded by mission
money, and the local authority had to pay for it entirely.los
Quite spectacular change took place between 1911 and 1,91 6. Fa-
ther Arnold van der Velden of Larantuk^, sectetary of the School
Society (Scbooloereniging) wrote in 1.916: "We have now 40 schools
with 95 teachers and next year we will certainly open about six new
schools".106 This was a significant increase from the four schools of
1910. The schools served 2228 Catholics, 5 Protestants,71,4 Pagans, 3
Chinese, and 590 Muslims. But it was not always so splendid. Many
of the new schools were still small and several teachers were dismissed
from their positions due to issues of usury, gambling, womanizing,
conflicts rvith local chiefs, and their being unfamiliar with local cus-
toms and conditions and so on. Outlined belovr are some examples
of the less successful aspects of this spectacular progress.
For the time being, Ndona was developed as a "bastion containing
Ende".107 Controleur Van Suchtelen, initially not supportive of the
Catholic enterprise, finally saw good results from this enterprise. In
his report on Central Flores published by the Government Press in
1,921, he wrote:
It is very lovely to see the attention of young and old for the perfotmance by
the ptiest and his young helpets in the villages in the evening, showing biblical
pictutes with the help of a hurricane lamp. The hope fot some tobacco, cigarettes
and sweeties cettainly help their attention, but several questions ptovide evidence
of the interest they have for rhe subject.r08
Outside Ende-Ndona, the most successful expansion of education-
cum-Christian mission took place in the south eastern area of Lio, close
to the nevr Flores road, in the regions of Mbuli and Lise. One of the
main instigators in the valley of Mbuli was Stephanus Soi who was the
son of a rich and influential family. He arrived in Lela in around 1910,
where he was educated and baptised. In about 1,91,4, he started work as
a beginner teacher in Geliting, working with an experienced teacher.
Berween the two of them they served 92 pupils in 1915. In May 1,916 he
returned to his native region to work as a teacher.loe During the holi-
day of mid-1917, Prefect Noyen took him to Bali, Lombok andBatavia
as a djongos or government-paid travel-companion. He started a new
school in Wonda (I..Tduri) after this trip.110
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Even more successful was the v/ork by Pius Rassi \il/angge from
Wololele, the main village in Lise. S7e have heard about him several
times already 
^s ^ 
pupil in Lela and the Raja Mudah (Young King) of
Tanah Kunu V from 1,914. He was the guide of the missionary at
Sikka who made his first visit to the region in 1909. By chance, the
arrjval of the missionary was on the same day as the first rain after
the dry season. It vras therefore considered to have taken place under
good augury from the outset.111
Tanah I(unu V was a loose federation of five extended 
^re^s 
(r thet
than villages, because people lived in scattered houses rather than vil-
lages) in the Mbuli valley. Until 1914 Rafa Reu from lfaku Leu was
the main local ruler. Pius Rassi Wangge could not easily take over the
leadership of the region even though he had the support of the Dutch
government. Initially he was the ruler of Lise only, but then gained
control of the four other areas (lrJggela, 'J7olojita, Mbuli and Nduri),
which together constituted the new landschap or native territory of
Tanah I(unu V. In 1915, Van Suchtelen acknorvledged that he: "should
not be silent about the fact that this unification into one district and
also the choice of the ruler, was not applauded by a maf ority of the
population, on the corrtrary."rl2 At the election of Pius Rassi \fangge,
the more experienced and respected chief of Mbuli, Lenggo Gedo,
was not nominated for the position because he was a Muslim whose
son had aheady performed the bajj. The chiefs of the old districts
only accepted Pius under the condition that they be allowed to con-
tinue their traditional rights. They received the new title of kapitan.
Raia Pius proved to be a staunch defender of Catholic interests on
several occasions. In March 1922 there'{/as a rapid movement to-
wards Islam in Nggela. In one week, 24 girls of the school of Nggela
converted to Islam and at the same time stayed out of school. Raia
Pius visited the arca to inquire into the event and found that Wawi, a
committed Muslim, had suggested to these girls that they would be
freed from the obtigation of going to school if they only embraced
Islam. The 24 girls followed the advice of \favzi and even went to
Ende where they remained in the house of Haji Ali for some time.
Raja Pius returned the girls to their parents and to the Catholic
school.113
The unification of the five regions in south east Lio was only the
beginning of the program of centralizing native government. After
the retirement of the Muslim Raia Mbaki Mbani of Ndona in 1920,
this large region was united with Tanah I(unu V, still under Pius
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Rassi Wangge's control, and was renamed Lio. In 1.925, under the
official regulation of this unification, some areas of Ende (Boafeo,
Mau Tenda) were placed under the sovereignty of Lio. The region of
Nangapanda, whose raja (the Muslim I(akadupa) died in 1.91.7, was
also included in the northern part of the present Lio region under the
name of Tanab Rea. After many difficulties, this region was tempo-
rarily ruled by Hafi Abdul Majid until 1924. However, in 1924 an-
other move of the religiously inspired unification policy divided Tanah
Rea between Ngada / Nage and Ende/Lio.114
The enlargement of his territory also increased problems for Pius
Rassi Wangge. Many of his local chiefs or kapitan were unwilling to
follow his orders and refused to hand over taxes to him. In 1934, the
retiring Resident of I(upang emphasized that Pius Rassi was not a
true traditional ruler but a colonial creation, while the 23 Kapitan
generally retained their traditional power. Notwithstanding this fact,
De Nijs found him "a strong personality, who did not meet serious
difficulties in the execution of his job."lls In the 1930s, however, quite
a few troubles started around Pius Rassi. Father A. Suntrup of the
central mission post of Jopu complained about his unruly behaviour
several times. On 10 March 1929, Suntrup \vrote a letter regarding a
conflict between I{apita Sea and Raja Pius that ended with the pay-
ment by the Kapitan of an amount of gold (the equivalent value of a
horse and a buffalo) as a sign of reconciliation. Suntrup remarked
that: "from the example of the Raia we can see how the big people
become rich."
Raja Pius made no efforts to improve the schools or to inspire
children to go to school. On 6 February 1.932 Suntrup wrote in his
diary: "The Raja is in any case an unreliable chief. He always seeks
personal profit. Now has given Father Tol a horse, which may be a
compensation for the 18 bags of cement, he has taken from us."116
Raja Pius remained a spectacular supporter of the Catholic mission
on big occasions. At the glorious ordaining of Heinrich Leven as the
new Bishop of Flores on 20 Ap:iil 1934, Raja Pius organized a big
festival. However, it was the Assistant-Resident only who was seated
beside the bishop in the car that brought the bishop from the harbour
to the great Cathedral of Ende. Raja Pius v/as the organizer of a great
festival for the population, which included great processions, decora-
tions, meals and dances. In that s^meyear, Rafa Pius and 51 chiefs and
craftsmen of his region went to Todabelu on a retreat at the semi-
n rv.117 But this outward show of his adherence to the Catholic reli-
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gion could not prevent growing criticism from the mission as v/ell as
goyernment officials regarding his dictatorial style of rule.
More serious complaints against Raja Pius, including accusation
of several murders, started in the late 1930s. In 1940 he was called to
I(upang where he was put on trial. He was deposed as Raia of Lio in
eady 1941 and was condemned to exile in I(upang for a period of ten
years. A large number of Kapitan from the Lio region were punished
in a similar way. At the start of the Japanese occupation, Raia Pius
managed to come back to Flores and gained a position close to the
Japanese administration. This made it possible for him (in the words
of the European priest) "to resume his old method to extort the popu-
lation". On 14 Aprrl 1947 he was condemned to death and executed
in l(upang.118
As was the case with many rulers since the time of Don Lotenzo
of Larantuka in the 1880s, the mission had great hope in the young
sons of the ruling elite during their education at the mission school
and shortly after. While there was no Christian kingdom or true
Catholic ruler on Flores, there was clear tension between a strong and
r^thet dominating clergy and the native rulers who had to move in
the narrow boundaries allowed by the colonial administration.
As a ruler of Lio, Raja Pius took no firm measures to promote
Christianity in face of the slow progress of Islam. Under his rule
there were a number of cases of Muslim Kapitan taking Catholic gids
as second or third wives. As Raja, he could possibly have prevented
these marriages as well as the conversion to Islam of some hesitant
rulers, especiaily those of Nggela and Mbuli, but he was not known
to take any firm action in this matter.lle
The Enqtclopaedie rsan Nederlandsch Indid records the population
of Ende-Lio as 116,015 with 23,841 Christians, 19,618 Muslims and
72,004 pagans in 1935. There was a strong decline in the number of
pagans and an increase in the number of Christians, with the number
of Muslims remaining more or less stable.
Expansion of Christianity into Ngada
and Manggarai as Containment of Islam
Although Flores is only 375 km long, its main east-west road winds
and twists, ascends and descends for nearly 700 kilometres. This is an
indication of the fragmented geography of the area. Ltke the region
of Ende and Lio, the Ngada region (as well as Manggarai) consists of
small mountain chains with incidental volcanoes. This condition has
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given birth to fragmented social and political structures. V/e have
aheady seen that the "unification" of Ende under the ruler of Lio was
a colonial construction, like the division of Flores into five major
regions: Larantuka and Sikka as the eastern and older ones, and Lio,
Ngada and Maumere as the western and more recent ones. The con-
dition of the region of Ngada was even more fragmented as it was
roughly divided in four cultural sectors: Riung, Ngada, Nage and
I(eo, but even this division does not do justice to the great variation
of the population and its customs.120
The first missionary presence arrived in Ngada and Manggarai
not through expatriate priests but through schoolteachers who came
from Lela and Larantuka in East Flores. Probably due to the strong
encouragement of the colonial officers, schools were established very
quickly at Baiawa and Boawae in 1911 and 1912 respectively, followed
by I(otta in 1914, Sawu and Mbai in 1916 and Raia in L91,7.121 This
number had grown to 13 in 1920 and some 50 rn 1.942.122 Different
from the three other regencies of Flores, Ngada and also Manggarai
had no capitals on the coast (ike Larantuka, Maumere and Ende), but
Bajawa and Ruteng were real inland settlements, in fact wholly cre-
ated by the colonial government. They superseded the Islamic coastal
towns of Nangapanda and Reo (Ngada) and the major harbour of
Labuhan Bajo. From these inland administrative towns, a Catholic
ruler also could take control of the Muslim settlements on the coast.
The island of Flores .was not a social-political unity in around 1900.
There were no roads connecting the various regions and no commofl
language spoken across all of them. Of the various regions, the west-
ern p^rt Qvlanggarar) was the least accessible. Here the difference be-
tween the coastal settlements of Bimanese, Buginese and Macassarese
settlers and the interior was the greatest. There are no big plains, but
only chains of mountains in this region. Slave traders dominated the
coastal area of Manggarai for several centuries. In 1700, Batavia, the
capttal of the Dutch East Indies, akeady had a district called Manggarai
that was named after the many slaves who had arrived from $7est
Flores and were set free after several years. People of the interior had
a gre^t fear of outsiders because there had been raids for slaves by
Bimanese merchants and their troops up until 1900.
Because of the strong influence of Islam on the coast, several schools
were opened in the eady 1910s, despite the little knowledge that those
establishing the schools had of the region. The mission opened schools
in 1,91,1 in Labuan Baio and Reo, and in L91.2 in Ruteng and Pota. The
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number of schools rapidly increased and reached 25 in 1925 and 52 in
1.942, wtth a tot^\ of 7638 pupils (5447 boys and 2191 girls). The first
baptisms, starting in 1,91.2, were also the results of these schools.123
Mission stations and churches were established a decade later.
The spread of Christianity was not the sole work undertaken in
(East) Flores by Menadonese teachers and the foreign missionaries.
There was also a strong movement towards developing a much-needed
new world-view because of the drastic change in the way agriculture
and health care was organized. We have on Manggarai quite excep-
tional records by Willem Coolhaas rvho was the Controleur in Ruteng
between June 1,926 and May 1927. He relates how the government
doctor for Manggarai, Max Av6 Lallemant, researched the very bad
physical condition of Manggarai people. He attributed this to
ankylostomiasis or hookworm disease, the result of the v/orms that
flourished in the faeces that accumulated in great heaps under the vast
family houses vzhere hundreds of people lived together. The medical
doctor urgently requested that lifestyle habits be changed. He sug-
gested that the Manggarai people should leave their large communal
houses and build small houses for one famlly where the faeces under
their houses could be reached by the sun. This would be enough to
kill the worms. In the early 1920s, the order was given to start build-
ing these smaller houses despite the protests of the population, who
not only wanted to coritinue the communal way of living, but also
stressed that the success of planting depended on the ritual playing of
the drum which was kept in a special place in the largest house of the
main family of a village. Leaving the large houses would mean that
there would be no proper place to keep the drum. In that case the
drum would become powerless and the spirits could no longer be
invoked. Despite these arguments, one village was ordered to start
the construction of small houses. Under strict military surveillance
they also had to plant their gardens. Although no offerings were made
to the spirits that year, the harvest was better than usual. Coolhaas
concluded:
This was, according to Manggatai people, something exttaordinary. Appar-
ently the spitits had no po$,er. At least they had to borv to the authority of the
Europeans. This rvas the right moment fot the missionaries to continue theit wotk
with more success than before. They wete able to fill in the empty place caused by
the ptoof of the rveakness of the spitits. This happened just one yeat before my
arrival. Since then the victory of Chtistianity has become absolute' .. Av6 Lailemant
left in Match ot April 1921 . His successor, Smalt, a man with much more interest
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fot popular cultuie, held the opinion that he had taken to drastic measures. He
demanded an end to the building of these small houses. In October 1929 a very
setious epidemic of dysentery took many deaths. In the district of Congkar 170/o of
the population died. Now Smalt tecognized that Av6 Lallemant was right.r24
Perhaps the description of Coolhaas has an element of the justifi-
cation of the position of the civil servants versus the great influence
of the missionaries and their crew, but it can also be understood as a
correction of the emphasis on education and direct preaching for the
result of this mission.
A very important move was the government policy that dimin-
ished step by step the influence of the Muslim Bima on Manggarai,
resulting in the formal separation of the two realms. Mission edu-
cated Raja Alexander Baroek, who was nominated for the newly cre-
ated position of Raja of Manggarai by the colonial government in
1.93I, remained the highest native authority until his death tn L949.
The mission built a grandiose and large church in the small town as a
visible sign of the dynamics of Catholic expansion in this most fertile
area, v/hich was inaugurated on 7 May 1930, only ten years after their
work first started there. However, real authority rested with the
Controleur of Ruteng. Sfhile there were some minor conflicts be-
tween secular and religious authority, on the whole there was warm
cooperation between the tvzo. There wefe some complaints made by
government offlcials regarding the use of quick and easy baptisms as
a means of reducing the forced labour. For every rwenty baptised
Christians, one person was freed from corv6e labour, "because he had
the responsibility to assist the ecclesiastical work". Some missionaries
were in the habit of quickly baptizing children in order to create the
baptism-cum-freedom of corv6e labour for stubborn old people.125
Controleur Mennes ruled in 1929 that the church as such was flor
entitled to possess land for the maintenance of teachers and catechists.
This led to the institution of local church councils in the early 1940s,
which became formal owners of the ecclesiastical property.
Out of the three "new regions", Manggarai soon proved to be the
most populous and also the region with the quickest growth in terms
of Christians. In mid-1935, Manggarai had 46,290 baptised Christians
(34,01.6 for Ngada and 32,275 for Ende-Lio) while the "old regions",
including the islands of Adonare, Leml:.zta and Solor, maintained their
leading position with 63,047 for Maumere and 52,74L for Larantuka.126
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Concluding Remarks
and Suggestions for Further Research
The expansion of Islam in the south eastern regions of Indonesia
has received much less attention than the other areas of the country.
It was a small-scale spread of Islam. Even the tv/o most important
centres, Solor and Ende, did not produce literature or great scholars.
The geographical conditions of the mountainous islands, with harbours
that served only a small inland region, wefe not really conducive to
the growth of a great religious tradition. In this study of the island of
Flores and some adiacent, smaller islands, we could only use the writ-
ten sources of the Catholic mission and of the colonial govefnment.
\7ith a minor exception, there were no Muslim sources dating from
the period available (chambert-Loir 1.999). Therefore the picture
painled in the analysis above must be used carefully. It is not only
tne-sided because it stresses the Christian soufces, but even these
soufces are not really representative because too much official Chris-
tianity has been introduced. It is mostly the voice of the foreign mis-
sionaries that is given here. Only more recently have anthropologists
started to analyze the extent to which the common people really did
accept christianity and Islam. These new studies (Barnes 1996, Forth
1998, Molnar 1.997) go deeper into the content of the new faiths, vrhile
the above study focuses on relations of power and influence'
The anthropologist Robin Horton has coined one of the most chal-
lenging theories of conversion from tribal religion to the mono-theism
of christianity and Islam.127 For Horton, who focuses on Africa, con-
version to the belief in the one God constitutes an internal revolution
within African religion. He argues that even without new religion com-
ing from outside, larger numbers of people would have directed their
anention and ritual to the high god as the expansion of trade, communi-
cation and writing rendered local spirits unhelpful. The religion of spir-
its was not readily portable, and those who moved into the cosmopoli-
tan trading cities had need of a personal faith that was universally valid.128
A stimulating answer to the question "Why should peopie in the
Moluccas in around the year 1550 opt for Islam or christianitv?" has
been given by the historian Anthony Reid. tn resPonse to the question
"$(/hat could these major religions give that the local or pri'mal could
not provide?", Reid ans\il/ers that in a violent and insecure society as
found in many parts of East Indonesia, with many human beings as well
as supra-human spirits as enemies, an alliance with the Islamic nefwork
or the catholic church could give protection, although the political sys-
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tem backing this latter rel-igious institution u/as by itself a far from soothing
factor. Reid considers this deeper sense of security as the maior motlve
for conversion to Islam and Christian-ity in that fermenting period be-
tween 1550 and 1650:
Like Christianity, Islam offered a refuge ftom the domination of these demand-
ing spirits in a diffetent vision of the cosmos. This uras a predictable, moral wodd in
which the devout wou.ld be protected by God from all that the spirits could do and
would eventually be tewarded by an aftetlife in paradise. The powetless too would be
rewarded if they lived a life of persona"l virtue. "The high and the low; the rich and the
poor; they will all appear the same," as a Tagalog devotional poem put it. This moral
universe depended on a simple but consistent concept of etetnal reward and
punish-ment.r2e
One may question whether this concept of a predictable moral uni-
verse is enough to explain the success of the new religions. It certainly is
an attractive theory because it is more substantial than only the formal
concept of monotheism or the idea of a worid religion. Still, it may
sound too meagre to explain the whole complex process.
We should be cautious in accepting only one reason for a process that
took place in many different locations and over 
^ 
gte^t period of rime.
The wish to participate in a Iarger Islamic or Christian netv/ork of trade
has also been mentioned as a contributing factor in the success of the
spread of these religions. Besides, one of the characters of 'global reli-
gions' seems to be their exclusive character: they place people of differ-
ent convictiofls and rituals on a lower level. label them as 'the other' and
finally condemn them as destined for hell. \7e also should take into
consideration the partial attraction of the healing powers of the propaga-
tors of Islam and Christianity. In the Hikayat Patani, it is the Arab
healer who finally brings the king to (a very tow key initial) acceptance
of Islam.130 A similar story is told about father Jan Kusters healing a
baby struck by malaria in Langgur, I{ai, in 1889. In all places we find that
parents some-times are initially reluctant but then usually very eager to
send their children to the mission posts not on-ly for a simple school, but
also for a tota'\ education. This education, the services of healing, the
support provided in periods of drought and dearth accompanied by
instruction in the new religious doctrine and participation in the rituals
was a solid and coherent offer that was acceoted bv more and more
People.
Reid has shown that it is not only important to understand the mo-
tives why some peopie embraced a 'new' religion, but also it is impor-
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tant to analyze the (partial) reiection of the new religions. In this case,
Reid distinguishes the initial acceptance from which 'however qualified,
there was no going back' from selective affiliation.131 This means that
there was a declaration of basic loyalty towards a new cultural and reli-
gious standard. But besides discontinuity, there remained also much con-
tinuity with the Austronesian cultures. The new faith only partially and
slowly replaced old rituals and convictions.
For a real understanding of the process of conversion and the char-
acter of the world religions of Islam and Chtistianity, it is important
to put forward the questions raised by Anthony Reid. How did the
Muslim community and the Christian Church function as providers
of this 'predictable moral universe'? How did they relate to the new
social order and state system? How could eaflier concepts of the 'world
of the divine, of spirits and ghosts, threat and power, still survive in
the new religions? \fhat is the meaning of the very exclusive attitude
of the tv/o maior religions of Islam and Christianity towards each
other? Sfhy were people compelled to choose one religion only? Sfith
the detailed account of the sad and sometimes even tragic comPeti-
tion befween Islam and Christianity in Flores during the first decades
of the 20th centurv. onlv a few of these questions have been answered'
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